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Luminit Moves into
Security Holography

Zebra Raises
Cash, Changes
Direction
Zebra Imaging Inc, of Austin Texas, which
specialises in digitised 3D holograms,
has cutback its operation severely,
reducing its staff from a peak of 55 in
2009 to 18 now, and more than halving
its facility from 50,000 to 20,000 sq ft.

The Dodge Durango rear light showing the evenness of illumination achieved with a Luminit LSD.

Luminit LLC, which specialises in
light shaping diffusers and other
light-controlling materials, many
manufactured from holographic masters,
has moved in to the field of security
holography with the opening of its
Security Microstructures Group.
Peyton Old, formerly with Fasver and ITW
Covid, has joined the company as Global
Account Manager, Security Microstructures,
to lead its efforts into this new market.
Luminit is currently contracting production
of embossed security holograms to its
design and specification, but has set up a
hologram mastering studio at its premises
in Torrance, California, so it seems likely
that as its market grows it will bring
production in-house using its acknowledged
surface-relief fabrication expertise.
Luminit was founded in 2005 as a spin-off
from Physical Optics Corporation (POC).
At that time Luminit had a dozen staff,
which has now grown to 56, reflecting
the company’s growth at 15–20% pa
to turnover in 2013 of around $11m.
The spin-off was led by Dr Engin Arik,
now chairman, president and CEO, who
told Holography News®, that as it was
built around an established POC business
Luminit has been profitable since day one.

www.holography-news.com

The company’s expertise is in the origination
and manufacture of light controlling films and
optics, primarily built on holographic systems.
Its optical structures are manufactured
on UV-curing equipment which it designs
itself, and it produces surface structures
with elements from 0.5 µm to 25 µm sizes.
The Company currently manufactures
seamless micro-structure films up to 40”
wide and a mile long, and has the capacity
to replicate structures up to 300 µm high
on substrates up to 60” wide.
Its biggest business is in light shaping
diffusers (LSDs) for everything from
lighting and displays to optical devices.
These are offered on polyester and
polycarbonate films, rigid sheets or glass,
and they can also be injection moulded.
The growth in LED lighting has proved a
boon for the market in LSDs, with leading
lighting manufacturers such as Philips
requiring large numbers of LSDs, including
rigid sheets for lighting of well-known
landmarks and buildings such as the Eiffel
Tower, the refurbished Reijksmuseum in
Amsterdam and the Victoria and Albert
Museum in London.

At the same time it has recently raised over
$10m from investors, which it reports was
used to achieve this down-sizing and to
enable it to refocus on the booming 3-D
hologram printing market, with a new focus
on healthcare and engineering sectors.
Chuck Scullion, the CEO appointed last
year from the Boston Consulting Group,
describes Zebra as ‘a ten-year start-up’
and now aims to make the company
profitable by year-end. He has already
reduced costs by 40%.
Zebra was established in 1996 to develop
and commercialise the digital hologram
techniques developed by a group of students
at MIT’s Media Lab, coining hogel to refer
to the holographic pixel element that the
holograms were made from. It was partially
funded by the Ford Motor Company which
hoped that it would develop real-time
animated holographic displays for use in
interactive vehicle design. Other investors
were said to include Nicholas Negroponte,
founder of the MIT Media Lab, E.I.du Pont de
Nemours (which provided its holographic
photopolymer as Zebra’s holographic material)
and several private equity companies.

Original funding for Ford

Luminit’s LSDs are also used in barcode
scanners, document scanners and copiers
and cameras, as well as the reading
lights on Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner, and
numerous private jets.

The company now markets its display
holograms under the brand name ZScape®
(for the Z axis of depth in the holograms).
It has made several promotional display
holograms for Ford, as well as architectural
and planning visualisation holograms. It has
also developed holographic maps, which
can be lit from directly above to give an
image viewable from 360°, a development
which has been funded by the US military
and Department of Defense.
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Competing Optical
Security Technologies
For three decades holograms have been the leading overt security
feature, first used on MasterCard® credit cards in 1983, and now an
accepted anti-counterfeiting and anti-fraud component of banknotes,
identification documents, tax stamps and other government or bank
issued security documents.
They are also used on products as a means of checking the authenticity
of an item. In the field of product authentication overt security features
are currently facing their toughest competition to date, in the form
of serialisation and track and trace coding, as well as facing scepticism
among brand owners.
In the field of secured documents, however, there is as yet no serious
challenger to holograms and related optical devices. But this shouldn’t
lead to complacency, so we here give information on three recently
announced products that, as they move towards mass production
and commercialisation, could offer alternatives methods for overt
and covert optical security features.

Ilumink’s Printed Lasers

light oscillates between opposing mirrors until
it reaches the critical energy level, where it
breaks out as a fine light beam. Liquid crystals
can be configured to act as an equivalent
optical cavity The use of a fluorescent dye
determines the colour of the light, while
the ‘pump’ which sets off the oscillation
is the input of light from a second laser.

Dr Damian Gardiner and co-researchers
at the University of Cambridge (UK)
have set up ilumink Ltd, a new company
to further develop and commercialise
the use of printed liquid crystal lasers
for security printing and product
authentication, a process he and
colleagues developed for the university.
According to Dr Gardiner, the technique
has the potential to provide light signatures
which can function in either or both of
the overt and covert domains, as well as
providing forensically valuable components,
depending on the user’s requirement.
And as the lasers are laid down using
inkjet printers and liquid crystals, both
low-cost items, the unit cost should be
well under a penny.
As much of the research and development
has been carried out at the University (at
Cambridge’s Centre of Molecular Materials
for Photonics and Electronics, the Inkjet
Research Centre) over the last ten years,
Gardiner believes that the technology can
be production-ready within 24 months.
Acknowledging that inkjet printing is
not common in high security printing, a
component of the development work is to
adapt the technology to other digital printing
methods, including flexo and litho, although
there is a good fit with the use of inkjet
printers for serialisation on production lines.

A data matrix code printed with liquid crystal lasers.

Printable lasers

ilumink describes its technique as printable
laser ‘ink’, photo-responsive inks which can
operate in both passive and active modes.
In the passive mode the ink is iridescent
in ambient light, but in active mode, when
it is interrogated by another laser, it emits
a specific photonic signature that can be
read to check that it is the correct signature
for that item. This light can be in the range
from infra-red to ultra-violet, so it can be
invisible or visible to human eyes.
The laser ink can be as small as 50 µm
(at which size it is invisible to the human
eye) or up to several centimetres square,
which would comprise many separate lasers
laid down in a visible pattern. That pattern
would emit a complex photonic signature
when excited by having another laser
illuminating it, allowing a pattern unique
to each item to be printed on to the item.
The underlying principle for laser ink is
that liquid crystals can function as the
critical components of a laser, of which
the key element is the optical cavity, where
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In ilumink’s authentication application
the second laser is also a reader unit, to
capture the light emitted from the laser ink
and send it to a spectrophotometer which
reads the light signature and, in turn, uses
software to compare it with the previously
stored signature to check that it is correct.
The ink can be laid down on most surfaces
– paper, board, plastic, metal – so it is
suitable for security documents, packaging
and use on product components.

Development
investment opportunity

At present ilumink has a handful of individual
shareholders, researchers and investors, and
within the last several years has received
public funds approaching £200,000 to further
the commercialisation of the technology.
The company is now seeking partners
and funding to help take the product from
its current proof-of-concept to productionready, which it estimates will need another
several hundred thousand pounds alongside
customer co-development. Gardiner and
his team are optimistic for the technology,
which they claim has the potential to be
the next big overt security feature, matching
holograms as an attractive visible feature
but with more scope for coding and at
a similar or lower cost.
www.ilumink.com

COLR Technology:
A Magneto-Dynamic
Optically Variable Feature
COLR Technology™ is a flexible
technology with the colour created,
or controlled, by magnetism, hence
its description as a magneto-dynamic
optically variable feature.

Colrink showing the iridescent effect when it is
subject to a magnetic field.

The scientific discovery which led to the
products was made in 2007 by Dr Yadong
Yin, now Senior Technical Advisor to
COLR Technology, based in Santa Clara,
California. He devised a method of precisely
synthesising colloidal nanocrystal clusters
(CNC) with size ranging between 30-300 nm,
out of iron oxide nanoparticles (average
diameter 8–10 nm), the resulting CNCs
being super-paramagnetic (a material
property where in the absence of an external
magnetic field, the average magnetization

SPARK Live
Swiss company SICPA – the leading
security ink producer – has introduced
SPARK® Live, the second generation of
its OVMI® (Optically Variable Magnetic
Ink), which benefits from a new ink
formulation and JDSU OVMP® pigments,
as well as a revised creation process
that produces high-resolution effects.
These include a rolling-bar effect which shows
a glinting bar moving across or down the
printed motif; Truspin, which has a single
or double ring which circles around a centre
point, with such a pronounced 3D effect
that the ring appears to be suspended
just beneath the surface of the document;
the Sandune effect, which is composed
of ridges and waves that capture the feel
of rippling sand; and Openform, intended
to give designers the freedom to produce
their own forms, shapes and patterns.

is zero), monodispersed, highly stable,
highly responsive to a magnetic field
and being easily engineered and surface
functionalized (coating) for compatibility
across a wide array of carrier medium.
The colloidal nanocrystal clusters (CNC)
can be controlled or ‘tuned’ once they are
placed in a carrier medium whose surface
coating creates a repulsive force, keeping
the CNC well-dispersed – the coating is
a critically important component. When
a magnetic field is applied, the attractive
force balances with the repulsive force of
the CNCs, forcing the CNCs to self-align
into a lattice-like structure. UV, visible
and IR wavelengths can be diffracted
instantaneously by adjusting the strength
of the magnetic field. The stronger the
magnetic field, the tighter the lattice structure
and the diffracted light is towards the blue/
UV end of the spectrum. When the lattice
is wide from a weaker magnetic field, the
lattice (or grating) reflects red light from
the IR end of the spectrum. In practice,
when a magnet is introduced to the
dispersed CNC, brilliant, iridescent colours
and designs appear with the changing
strength of the magnetic field.

COLRINK™

ColrInk offers three levels of security: Magnetic
Colour Activation (MAC), COLRMation™
and Light Activated.COLRMation™. MAC
was developed specifically for currency
and is a patented photonic crystal inorganic
system designed to create tuneable structural
colour in numerous colours and designs.
Instead of absorbing and reflecting a specific
spectrum of light, COLRINK CNCs form
a lattice of microscopic-sized clusters that
create colour by diffracting and scattering
different wavelengths of light. The ink can be
designed to act dynamically in a solid matrix
or permanently cured with radiation (UV).

SPARK Live is available in three distinct
colour-shifts: gold to green, green to
blue and magenta to green.
OVMI contains optically-variable pigments
with magnetic properties produced by
vacuum deposition of ultra-thin layers,
with one layer being magnetic. This layer
allows for the orientation of the pigments
to achieve the desired dynamic light
effect. The expertise to do this is based
on an in-depth understanding of how
the pigments interact with the magnetic
fields. Printing SPARK requires a three-step
printing process, where the first step is the
silkscreen printing of the colour-shifting
motif with OVMI.
The second step is the creation of the
magnetic dynamic effect, by specific magnetic
assemblies while the ink is still wet.

Magnetic pattern encoded by the CNC’s locked in
UV curable polymer matrix. Orientation of the CNC
sample leads to ‘dynamic’ motion of the flux lines
as well as the emergence of hidden color patterns
and their visibility even at extreme grazing angles.
When observed directly in line of sight (0 deg), the
hidden colors are not visible.

Magneto-dynamic
optical variable ink™ (M.O.V.I.)

COLRINK is a magneto-dynamic optically
variable ink activated when a magnetic
field is applied. In currency the ink could
be activated by a simple low strength
magnetic field created, for example, by
the speaker magnet in a cell phone or a
refrigerator magnet. COLRINK produces
bright colours that change according
to the strength of the magnetic field.

Oriented activation – COLRMation™
Once a magnetic field is introduced to
COLRINK, iridescent colours and effects
appear –the perceived colour or image
depends on the incident angle of light.

Light activated – COLRMotion™

When a magnetic field produces either
a design or a flux line on COLRink printed
on a substrate, hidden features can be
revealed by the use of a point light source
such as a cell phone. When the light source
is moved around the substrate, the feature
or effect moves with the light source.
www.COLRtechnology.com

The third step consists of the sheet
leaving the magnetic module and the
unique pigment orientation then being
sealed by UV-curing.
SPARK Live exhibits deep colours,
high definition effects and a wide range
of design opportunities. In addition to
the new inks, a modified magnetisation
module is necessary to benefit from the
printing of SPARK Live and its wide range
of visual effects. This module is equipped
with UV-LED lamps in the magnetic
cylinder to immediately lock the pigment
orientation of the interference pigments.
SPARK is reserved exclusively for
banknote and passport applications.
www.sicpa.com
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Iñaki Beguiristain:
A Creative Holography Career
As part of the Brighton (UK) Fringe Festival,
John Brown, founder and former CEO
of Light Impressions International, has
mounted Pure Holography, an exhibition
of the holographic art of Iñaki Beguiristain,
who combines his artistic holography
with a career as an originating
holographer for security holograms.
Pure Holography is Iñaki’s first oneman gallery show; it displays reflection
holograms up to 30 x 40 cm, examples of
his work over the last 20 years, including a
few commissioned works, some excellent
representational works but mainly abstract
works showing the artist’s interest in the
purity of holographic light. Most are on sale,
at prices from a few hundred to several
thousand pounds and, with one week to
go, three works have sold so far.
Indeed, one wall of the gallery is devoted
to the Light-Kube™, abstract geometrical
compositions that Iñaki describes as ‘a new
concept in light sculpture… which combine
pure holography with the latest in precision
lighting and filtering… to give the ultimate
in contemporary volumetric light synergy.’
What struck this writer about the holograms
was the purity, intensity and evenness of
colour on both these abstract works and
the representational works. So we asked
Iñaki for an interview to find out how he
achieved this quality and how his art work
links to his commercial work.

Intense Accurate Colour
from One Laser

A reflection hologram showing the intensity
and accuracy of colour Iñaki achieves.
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It was a surprise to learn that all this work
is produced in a holography studio in his
garden with one HeNe laser. Iñaki uses
the BB silver halide plates, now made by
Colour Holographic, which he described
to Holography News as ‘incomparable’,
particularly for the small grain size and
high resolution, which is important in
the way that he works.
He shoots up to four masters for each
hologram, each one for a different colour.
He pre-swells the H2 transfer plate a
different amount for each colour to a
precisely calibrated amount, which he has
determined after much experience and
trial and error. In processing, the swelling
agent is washed out so that the emulsion
shrinks to its ‘natural’ state, reducing the
frequency of the interference bands, the
amount of shrinkage determining the final
colour of the component H2 transfer image.
Each master has to be precisely placed
for accurate registration and illuminated
at a precise angle. The result is a multi
colour H2, which is the finished work.
While this is a well-known colour-shifting
process, the precision and accuracy of
Iñaki’s colour control is remarkable. And
the time taken for each set-up explains why
he works in one-offs or very small editions.
Iñaki told Holography News that, like many
of his British holographer contemporaries,
he was introduced to holography and
inspired by the Light Dimensions exhibition,
Eve Ritscher’s show at the London Science
Museum in 1985. Still at school, he managed
to wrangle a work experience position at
Holoscan, the (short-lived) producer of large
format display holograms in Southampton,
a short distance from his home. He then
worked on pseudo-colour holograms with
Caroline Palmer, who had a studio at her
home just outside Salisbury, before taking
a degree in physics at Imperial College. He
hoped to join the postgraduate holography
course at the Royal College of Art, but this
was closed just before he graduated, so
instead he joined Spatial Imaging, working
with Rob Munday and Jeff Rob (probably
the next best thing to the RCA course!).
The outcome is he has no formal art training,
something belied by the strong aesthetic
that comes through in his holograms.
He made his first photoresist hologram
at Spatial, but left after three years and
joined De La Rue Holographics briefly
(‘it wasn’t the right environment for me’),
but then moved to Applied Holographics
(as it then was – now OpSec) at its research
and origination lab in Braxted, Essex.

Photonic Planes II, a Light-Kube® reflection
hologram of around 40 cm depth, half in front
of the plane, half behind.

At that time he bought a house in Essex
and started to build his own studio in his
garden. When Applied moved its facilities to
Leicester, he commuted for four years and
then joined Light Impressions International,
only for the company shortly afterwards to
be acquired by OpSec, which subsequently
closed its Leatherhead operation, so Iñaki
was back in Leicester!
He now works two days a week in Leicester,
allowing more time to work in his studio,
with the results seen in Pure Holography.
He explained that, for his artwork, he
prefers reflection holograms for their ‘purity
and consistency of colour’ compared to
transmission holograms. He is drawn by the
purity of colour and his work is ‘more and
more about the manipulation of light, colour
and space,’ which is driving him to greater
abstraction, although he started working
with representational holograms, where the
required accuracy of colour and registration
is ‘the most challenging’ so it’s a great way
to learn ‘the limitations of the process and
the limitations of me!’

From Art Challenges to
Commercial Work

Asked about the relationship between
his art holography and his work making
originations for customers, he pointed
out that ‘they’re both holograms and the
physics is the same.’ The differences are
in the scale of the holograms (up to 30 x 40
cm for his art, a few millimetres for security
holograms) and the depth of image that
can be used (deep for art which will be
seen in controlled lighting environments,
shallow for embossed security holograms),
and of course in the need to meet customer
requirements for OpSec’s originations.
Continued on page 5 >

Zebra Raises
Cash, Changes
Direction (Continued)

Favini Launches
Secure-Nanolock
Italian specialist papermaker Favini
has launched Secure-Nanolock, an
authentication and track and trace
solution for brands and documents
which features a hologram produced
using proprietary e-beam technology,
for which Favini has partnered with one
of the leading hologram manufacturers
(they wouldn’t name this supplier).
The hologram incorporates a data-matrix
code measuring less than 500 μm which
can include either an image or a text
with required information and a website
link. Favini has developed a smartphone
app, currently available for Android. This
reads the code through a magnifying lens
attached to the smartphone to analyse
the holographic pattern produced, and
returns a message indicating whether
the feature is genuine.
For tracking and traceability, the company
provides an online service which monitors
where, when and who reads the data
incorporated into the code, collects it and
stores it on a database. The feature can
also be used for marketing and research
to collect information from consumers
and analyse market behavior.
For documents and tax stamps SecureNanolock is supplied on security paper
manufactured by the company, whilst for
luxury goods and products the feature
comes pre-applied onto packaging.

Holo-printer for $0.5m

Secure-Nanolock has been released as
part of the company’s suite of features for
security documents branded as Secure
Suite, which includes Secure-Watermark,
a personalised watermark to identify
authentic documents; Secure-Fibers,
synthetic fibers seen under sunlight or
UV light; Secure-Reagents, treated paper
that changes colour when tampered
with, and Secure-Dust, which represents
micro-elements integrated into paper
and seen under magnification.
Favini is one of the leading manufacturers
of industrial release paper and fine speciality
papers for the fashion and luxury goods
industries, with production spread over two
mills in Crusinallo and Rossano Veneto,
near Venice, where 500 staff are employed.
The company used this expertise to expand
into security, with papers for cheques,
visa stickers, diplomas, tickets, labels
and tax stamps, offering traditional
features and now combining advanced
technologies aimed at winning new
markets for the company. Favini’s two
biggest markets for security papers are
currently Africa and the Middle East. Its
annual revenues are around €121m.
www.favini.com

But there is synergy between the two, albeit
in his view the flow is very much from his
art studio experience to his commercial
activities. The need for absolute stability and
accurate positioning in his art holograms
led him to design a plate-holder, which
he has adapted for the security hologram
originations – he described the plate-holder
as ‘the Achilles heel’ of all holography.
He acknowledged that the constraints of
intellectual property rights and the need
for confidentiality mean that it is difficult
to transfer ideas and solutions from the
commercial lab to his home studio.
He responded to a comment about
the patience and application needed to
produce the quality of art holography that
he does by saying how important it is to
have the right balance in life.

He would ‘collapse mentally and physically’
if he was doing art holography full-time,
he’s ‘got to step back from it, otherwise
I wouldn’t enjoy it.’ One way he steps
back is to practice nature conservation
– ‘nothing beats the contrast between
spending five hours in the lab, and walking
through an ancient woodland surrounded
by bluebells and 200 year old oaks!’
To Iñaki, it seems that balance is a
key concept, in life and holography. He
describes holography as ‘extremely precise,
yet (requiring) intuition and ambiguity. (It)
follows the theory to the letter and yet can
be wildly empirical in its nature.’ He goes
on ‘(holograms) are the work of an artist,
and an artisan,’ a phrase which seems
to aptly describe his own approach.
www.inaki.co.uk
www.pureholography.com

It has also developed the ZScape Imager®,
a holographic printer which produces
digitised holograms up to A1 size (59
x 84 cm) from the input data file. The
Imager uses roll film so it can be left to
run unattended overnight, and for the
smallest monochrome model prices start
at $500000, with the largest, full-colour
hologram system being quoted on request.
Zebra has undertaken substantial work
for the military, supplying thousands
of holographic maps and other 3D
visualisation tools. More recently it has
operated a ‘bureau service’, printing
holograms from data files supplied, and
has developed software to generate
these files from several specialist 3D
graphic and imaging programs.
This now seems set to become a main
focus for the company as it aims to ride
the rapid expansion in the use of 3D
software, offering permanent and easily
displayed holographic prints to give true
3D visual representation of the images
on the computer screen.

From fund-raising to profitability?

Since its formation the company has
continued to raise capital to fund its
development. In 2006 the company raised
$5.6m from a round of funding led by Voyager
Capital, so that by 2009 the company
employed 55 people. It raised more capital
in 2011 – $1.4m from 17 investors.
In March 2013 it announced it had raised
$1m of a $2m offering from six investors,
which it updated in May to having raised
$2m from $3.5m offered, from 11 investors.
Then in September it stated the sum raised
was $4m from $5m offered, again from
11 investors which it updated in December
to $5m raised from $5.2m offered, again
from 11 investors. In February this year
the amount was updated again to Zebra
having raised $5.6m from $7.4m offered.
Most recently, early in May the company
announced it had raised $5m from four
investors, so it is to be presumed that
this is in addition to the $5.6m indicated
in February.
Scallion’s aim is to move the focus of the
company from R&D to sales, particularly in
the 3D visualisation market, and thus
to take it to profitability.
www.zebraimaging.com
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Markets Mostly Firm,
Despite Unrest in Ukraine
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In last month’s Stockwatch we reported
OpSec’s share issue at 33p to raise about
£7m. It was bound to succeed as the
two largest shareholders had effectively
underwritten the issue. The share price
is now back to the pre-issue price of 35p
where it has been since March after falling
around 12.5% from 40.5p at the start of the
year. The company’s current market value
is £35.4m, so only around £3m of the £7m
raised is reflected in its current value, with
£4m in value having been lost since just
before the fundraising, when it was valued
at around £32.5m. In the last 12 months
OpSec has underperformed its market by
16%, its highest value being 55.4p in October
and lowest 31.8p on March 26 this year.

30

API UK£

OpSec steady after £7m share issue

35

24 July

In last month’s issue, as De La Rue’s
share price increased, we reported that
the company appeared to have shrugged
off the departure of its Chief Executive.
This month the share price slipped back
3% from 834p to 809p, reducing its market
value to £821.5m, a loss of about half the
gains made since the fall on the resignation
in February. At the current share price the
company’s PE is 22 but its market trend
is down – in the last twelve months it has
underperformed its market by 19.5%.

API GB£
Nanotech Con$

Holo Industries €
SVG Optronics Yuan

40

OpSec UK£

De La Rue’s recovery short-lived

OpSec GB£
De La Rue GB£
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Last month we had some financial results
affecting the values of the companies we
follow – this month it has been just market
sentiment affecting those values.

Shiner US$
K Laser NTW$

50

Shinner US$

But the West’s relationship with Russia has
not really worsened and so, while the threat
to trading relationships remains, it has not
caused the markets to fall. However, while
the uncertainty regarding the future of Ukraine
remains, the markets will be nervous. We
have seen this during this month – small
fluctuations in all markets with those in
Europe adding between 0 and 1%, those
in the USA losing between 0 and 1.5% and
those in Asia losing between 0 and 3%.

Share Price in Quoted Currency

28 May

As we went to press with the previous
issue of Stockwatch, the situation
in Ukraine had eased with an accord
reached between the USA, the EU and
Russia but we questioned whether it
would hold. It didn’t and the situation
has, if anything, been worse this period

From the Archives
API’s share price hit

API’s share price fell 6.6% last period to
71p on the issue of a somewhat downbeat
pre-close trading statement. This month
it fell another 3p to 68p (-4.2%) putting
its market value at £54.5m. Although it
has lost value compared with its market
in the last three months (-7.5%), in the
year it has gained very slightly (+1.0%).

K Laser’s YTD sales still down
despite improvement

K Laser’s sales this year compared with last
have been a mixed bag – in January and
February they were down 11.6% and 9.8%
respectively but in March they were 8.7%
ahead, reducing the deficit year to date from
10.8% to 4.5%. In April they also improved
(+2.3%), reducing the YTD deficit to 2.83%.
Despite this second month of improved sales,
K Laser’s share price fell slightly (-2.6%) to
TW$16.65, notably 23.8% lower than a year
ago when the share price was TW$22.35.

Svg Optronics recovers

Svg Optronic’s share price fell in both of
the two previous periods following lower
profits and margins in 2013, but this period
the share price recovered somewhat, by
+7% to CHY39.

Shiner’s substantial increase, again!

Shiner’s share price has been volatile for
some time – investors can make a killing
or lose their shirt with this company’s
shares. Last month with just a 9 cent gain,
its value increased by 34.6% after falling
32% and 23.5% in value in the previous
two months. This month the share price
gained 15 cents to reach 50 cents
(+42.9%). In the last three months it has
out-performed its market by 47% and
in the twelve months it is ahead by 244%.

10 years ago...

20 years ago...

A new tax stamp for tobacco and liquor
in Ukraine, with a hologram as its main
security feature, saw an increase in
excise tax revenues equivalent to $15m
in its first month of issue, according
to Anatoliy Shevchuk of Polygraphic
Combine Ukrania, as reported in the
May 2004 issue of Holography News®.

In May 1994 Holography News
reported that the International
Hologram Manufacturers’ Association
(IHMA) had established the Hologram
Image Register as an added layer
of protection for hologram producers
and their customers.

New Tax Stamps Improve
Ukraine Revenues by
$15m in First Month

The specification for the new tax stamps
was issued following a study which
revealed the country was losing millions
in taxes to counterfeit tobacco and liquor
products. The specification required the
new stamp to have a hologram, antiscanner grids, guilloche, microprinting
and unique numbers printed in alphanumeric and barcode versions. The new
stamps as issued included invisible and
fluorescing inks and paper-penetrating
numbering inks.
The hologram was made by Specialised
Enterprise Holography, in Kiev. It was
a 4.5 mm wide stripe, showing a logo,
a coat of arms and a trademark, plus
coded marks and symbols.
According to Shevchuk, within three
months of the introduction of the new
stamp, consumption of tax-paid tobacco
goods increased 25-30%, while for
alcoholic drinks the increase was over
50%. This meant an extra 80m Hryvnia
in revenue in the first month ($15m),
with the increase expected to be over
1 billion Hryvnia ($180m) in the first year.

IHMA Establishes
the Hologram Image
Register (HIR)

The concept was that IHMA members
could check that any hologram image
they intended to produce (for a customer
or as an in-house image) was not already
in use elsewhere in the world, and once
given this clearance would then register
the image on the HIR database.
The intention was to give IHMA members
a tool to prevent them inadvertently
producing counterfeit holograms, although
the Register also allows law enforcement
agencies to search for information if they
identify a suspect hologram.
Then (as now) the HIR is operated for the
IHMA by the Counterfeiting Intelligence
Bureau (CIB), and all activity on the
Register is confidential between the CIB
and the hologram producer. The HIR
has proven its value since it was set up,
identifying several attempts to create
illicit copies of registered holograms.

Nanotech declines for second month
Nanotech’s share price declined by
2.6% this month following a 10.9% fall last
period – but at this price its market value is
C$60.3m which is substantially higher than
a year ago, so it has outperformed
its market (in the year) by 80.7%.
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Luminit Moves into Security Holography(Continued)
Automotive Potential?

Another large market segment is their
use in projectors, front- and back-lit
projection screens and instrument displays,
including avionics and automotive. And in
a significant development for the business
it undertook a technology transfer deal with
Japanese company Asahi Kasei Chemicals,
selling its display business to this giant
company, including its patents, for $15m
cash and subsequent royalties , which
Arik said was used to modernise Luminit’s
facilities, ‘transforming the company.’
Following a change in the architecture of
back light units (ie from back lit to edge lit
lighting techniques) Asahi pulled out of the
display business, selling the patents back to
Luminit , meaning that Luminit is now back
in this market. Arik sees
a growing opportunity
for LSDs and lightbending holographic
optics in road vehicles,
in lighting and display.
Dr Engin Arik, Chairman,
President and CEO, Luminit.

Jasper and Light Logics
to Work Together on
LCoS Photonics Systems
Jasper Display Corporation (JDC),
a leading manufacturer of LCoS
(Liquid Crystal on Silicon) displays,
with facilities in Taiwan and California,
and Indian hologram company Light
Logics have signed an agreement to
work together on the development
of new photonics systems based on
combining LCoS and holograms.
Light Logics has previously featured in
Holography News for its R&D activities across
a wide range of holographic techniques and
materials (including portraiture, educational
kits, data storage and HOEs). The company
is based in Kerala and was established by
Dr Ajith Kumar when he left the State’s Centre
for Development of Imaging Technology
(C-DIT). JDC was established in 2010, initially
to make LCoS spatial light modulators (SLMs),
and its R&D programmes were boosted
when it acquired eLCOS Microdisplay
Technology Inc.

The 2013 Ford Mustang uses LSDs in its
tail lights, and the 2014 Dodge Durango
does the same to achieve unique uniformity,
and Arik sees a big potential in the use
of Luminit’s substrate–guided HOE
(Holographic Optical Element) technology
for dome lamps, centre high-mounted
stop lights (CHMSLs), logo projection,
transparent reading lamps in the near term,
and possibly head lamps and HUDS in the
longer term.. To assist in the development
of such optics, as well as future security
hologram requirements, Luminit has
recently built a three-colour holography
lab, plus a step and repeat sub-master
imprint machine, capable of security
microstructures recombine for complete
artwork origination.

Security Microstructures

With all this expertise and skill in holographic
structures, it is perhaps surprising that
Luminit has only recently entered the visible
hologram business with the launch of its
Security Microstructures division.

The companies had been in contact for some
time, but discussions at The Holography
Conference in Delhi last November focused
them and took them towards this agreement.
The agreement is predicated on the coming
together of photonics microstructures and
semiconductor micro devices for the next
generation of systems. They will work on
the development of LCoS based photonics
systems, high resolution optical processors,
development kits for R&D and education.
Jasper will focus on the LCoS development
and the driving system and Light Logics will
work on the development and production of
optical hardware and the associated software.
LCoS has applications in light modulation,
beam shaping, addressable switching,
holography etc. with several advantages
over conventional SLMs. Light Logics has
many SLM based products in its production
line, so the two companies see synergy
in working together. Along with LCoS
based digital holography machines, both
the companies will work together to develop
various ready to use LCoS kits for OEMs
and research laboratories, with initial focus
on the Indian market.
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Luminit will focus on ‘high level document
security and brand authentication as well
as citizen identity protection programs.’
It will also be aiming to make tax stamps,
holographic shrink sleeves and security seals.
Peyton Old explained to Holography News
that Luminit’s approach will be to source
the best product to meet a customer’s
requirements from the best supplier for
that product, whether that is Luminit or
another hologram producer. One of its
initial suppliers is Holostik, the leading
Indian security hologram producer, but
this is not an exclusive arrangement.
Old has already made several significant
sales in Latin America, and Arik says that
he expects security microstructures to
bring significant expansion to Luminit.
www.luminitco.com

www.jasperdisplay.com, www.lightlogics.in
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But this market functions very differently
to the LSD and HOE market, and perhaps
Arik was waiting for the right person to
introduce the company to the security
market, so when Peyton Old became
available he made his move.

Events
19–20 JUNE 2014
3RD LASER DISPLAY CONFERENCE
Hsinchu, Taiwan
ldc.nchu.edu.tw

23 –25 JUNE 2014
HIGH SECURITY PRINTING –
LATIN AMERICA
Santiago, Chile
www.hsp-latinamerica.com

13 –17 JULY 2014
DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY & 3-D IMAGING
Seattle, USA
www.osa.org

16 –17 SEPTEMBER 2014
HOLOEXPO
Sochi, Russia
www.holoexpo.ru

03 – 05 DECEMBER 2014
THE HOLOGRAPHY CONFERENCE
Istanbul, Turkey
www.theholographyconference.com

